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Immigration to Canada



My background

 Librarian for 35 years

 With a research department at McMaster 

University for 25 years

 Done research (e.g., PubMed Clinical Queries)

 Produced information resources

 Obtained PhD in medical informatics in 2005



Core Values of Librarians

 Provide access to health information for all 

who need to use it

 Work to improve information literacy and 

health information literacy

 Assure the preservation of the literature of 

health sciences

…Frances Groen, McGill University



Historically Currently

 Collected and 

controlled access to 

scarce resources

 Importance is based on 

quality—various 

measures

 Provide access and 

training to resources

 Can handle the 

technology

 Almost limitless amounts 

of information from 

everywhere

 Importance is based on 

popularity (counts, hits, 

stars, etc)

 Provide access and 

training to some

resources

 Technology is increasing 

faster than we can 

imagine





Rethinking Information Work

We have to “port” our existing skill sets into 

new opportunities that we identify or build to 

keep our profession strong and our jobs 

secure

…Kim Dority

How to do this?



Research

Being involved in producing research and 

applying the findings from the best-possible 

research is the way that we transform and 

enhance our profession and our institutions. 



Research

Being involved in producing research and 

applying the findings from the best-possible 

research is the way that we transform and 

enhance our profession and our institutions.

NOT saying that everyone must do research 

but that we all need to respect, use, 

contribute to, and publish research within and 

without librarianship. 



Research and Librarians

 Respect research

 Daily jobs and within ourselves

 Conference recognition

 Support our colleagues and expect support from them

 Use research

 Evidence based library and information practice

 Produce research

 Feed into the research process

 Do research (or evaluation) ourselves

 Publish findings—often and widely



We have been involved in 

producing research in 4 areas

1. Providing support for others research 

projects—eg writing papers and grants

2. Doing our own library/information practice 

research—eg evaluating library programs

3. Doing non-library research outside library/ 

information practice

4. Doing research collaboratively with other 

researchers 
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Research Myths for Librarians

Asked colleagues

 Librarians

 Non librarians

Children and their peers



Research Myths for Librarians

1. Librarians only work in libraries

2. Librarians cannot do research

3. Librarians can do research

4. Research can be done without librarians



Research Myths for Librarians

1. Librarians only work in libraries

We need to remember that…

…others still see us with “old” eyes

…those of us with non-traditional jobs need

to keep communicating

…we need to keep marketing ourselves



Research Myths for Librarians

2. Librarians cannot do research

We can…

…however we have some prerequisites



We Need:

 Strong grounding in our profession and jobs

 Good ideas based on reality and needs

 Willingness to ask tough and important questions

 Institutional support

 Time, energy, resources, and money

 Research culture, respect, and implementation potential

 Research knowledge and skills

 Within self—courses, mentors, degrees, apprenticeships

 Within others—those who may collaborate on projects



Research Myths for Librarians

3. Librarians can do research

Librarians are used to working in unknown areas…

… if we want to be taken seriously in the research world 
we need to committ to 

 Doing the best reseach we can 

 In the best possible manner—by other’s standards

 Publising our findings and publishing widely



Research Myths for Librarians

4. Research can be done without librarians

…I don’t think so…

….but we need to act on or produce
opportunities



Some Opportunities

 Knowledge translation and knowledge 

syntheses

 Boomers who will retire and taken their 

accumulated skills and experiences

 Growing needs in clinical care—complexity 

and time constraints

 Health literacy training and service—work 

with public librarians and public health peers



Summary

Research opportunity is, and will be, knocking 

at our doors—we need to be ready, willing, 

and able to answer this call to rejuveniate 

and build our profession



mckib@mcmaster.ca
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